Arctic Melting Brings Earth to a 'Tipping Point'
by Gene Fry
	December 16, 2007 - Melting in the Arctic accelerated greatly in 2007.  Summer surface temperatures over the Arctic Ocean were the highest in 77 years of record-keeping.  Some were 8°F above normal, according to the University of Washington's (US) Michael Steele.
All this melting means Earth is nearing, or has even passed, some tipping points.  The Tipping Points initiate large positive feedback loops to speed global warming, making it far more difficult for humans to slow the process.  BATE in March and April 2006 outlined three Tipping Points.  One is melting  ice in the Arctic, which exposes dark water or land beneath.  The dark surfaces absorb far more sunlight than the light surfaces they replace.  More absorption warms things up, which accelerates the melting, which accelerates the warming.
The second Tipping Point is changing carbon sinks into carbon sources.  Up until very recently, carbon sinks in the oceans, forests, and soils have absorbed half the carbon emitted by humans.  That has greatly slowed the rise in atmospheric levels of  carbon dioxide.  The third Tipping Point is thawing permafrost, which hold several times as much carbon as humans have ever emitted.  Thawing permafrost could emit much of that carbon, at rates and timescales that we can only guess at.
Many scientists were surprised by the amount of ice melt this year.  They asked themselves if the record melt all over the Arctic in 2007 was a blip amid relentless and steady warming.  Or has everything sped up to a new climate cycle that goes beyond the worst case scenarios presented by computer models?
	Greenland holds about 10% of the world’s ice.  Melting it all would raise sea levels 20-22 feet (6-7 meters).  However, melting it all would likely take centuries.  Air temperatures on the Greenland ice sheet have increased by 7°F since 1991.  That increase has accelerated melting from miniscule levels to substantial levels.
According to preliminary NASA satellite data, in the summer of 2007, 552 billion tons of ice melted from the Greenland ice sheet, 15% more than the average for the satellite era  and 19 billion tons more than the record set in 2005.  NASA geophysicist Scott Luthcke, reviewing the Greenland data from NASA and other sources, concluded: “We are quite likely entering a new regime.”
Similarly, according to data from the University of Colorado (US), the Greenland icecap melting in 2007 was 13% more than average, as well as more than the previous record set in 2005.  That's also nearly four times the amount that melted just 15 years ago.  Greenland’s ice loss in 2007 was equivalent of twice all the ice in the Alps, or water a kilometer deep covering Washington, D.C.  Melting has begun earlier in the season than it did a few years ago.  Melting includes a 30% increase for western Greenland from 1979 to 2006, said University of Colorado-Boulder Professor Konrad Steffen.
Greenland has been thickening at higher elevations from more snowfall, but that gain is more than offset by an accelerating mass loss, mostly from rapidly thinning and accelerating outlet glaciers, Steffen said.  The Jacobshavn Glacier on the west coast drains 8% of Greenland’s ice.  It doubled its speed over ten years, he said.  Nearby glaciers sped up by half during the summer melt period, as melt water drained to the ice-sheet bed, he said.  Water percolating down through shafts called moulins to the bottom of the glacier lubricate the glacial motion, allowing it to speed up.
“Inclusion of the dynamic processes of these glaciers in models will likely demonstrate that the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change assessment underestimated sea-level projections for the end of the 21st century,” Steffen said.  
	Arctic sea ice at summer's end was nearly 23% below 2005’s old record, according to NASA satellite data.  Other NASA data shows that remaining Arctic sea ice is unusually thin, another record.  That makes it more likely to melt in future summers.  The shrinking ice area, combined with the new thinness of the remaining ice, means that the overall ice volume is half of 2004's total.
	Just last year, two top scientists surprised their colleagues by projecting that the Arctic sea ice was melting so rapidly that it could disappear entirely by the summer of 2040.  In December, after reviewing his own new data, NASA climate scientist Jay Zwally said: “At this rate, the Arctic Ocean could be nearly ice-free at the end of summer by 2012, much faster than previous predictions.”
	Alaska's frozen permafrost is also warming, but not quite thawing yet.  Temperature measurements 20 meters (66 feet deep) in the frozen soil rose nearly 0.4°F from 2006 to 2007, according to measurements from the University of Alaska.  That's very significant, according to University of Alaska professor Vladimir Romanovsky.
	Faster melting in the Arctic means eventual sea level rise and more immediate changes in winter weather due to less sea ice.  In the United States, weakened Arctic fronts moving south to collide with moist air from the Gulf of Mexico can mean less rain and snow in some areas, including the drought-stricken Southeast, said Michael MacCracken, a former federal climate scientist who now heads the nonprofit Climate Institute.
	For more information, see abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory?id=3984505; cires.colorado.edu/science/groups/steffen/;  www.colorado.edu/news/releases/2007/481.html; and the National Snow and Ice Data Center on 2007 Arctic sea ice at  www.nsidc.org/.
	For more information on some of the Greenland research, contact: Konrad Steffen, (303) 492-4524 or Konrad.Steffen@colorado.edu.
	

